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"Fintech Foundation"
Course

Build your Fintech knowledge in just 8 hours with the help of leading academics and
industry experts.
16 Modules - Video Lectures - Curated Readings - Expert Interviews - Quizzes - Peers
Forum - ACCREDITED CERTIFICATE

"Fintech Foundation" is an online training course developed to educate
professionals on changes brought by technology in the financial industry. Designed
by renowned academics who have created Fintech Courses at major universities,
accompanied by insights from world class industry experts, you will have a solid
foundation of Fintech in just 8 hours. The course will provide learners with an
overview of the main Fintech trends and the technologies (as Blockchain, Cloud
and APIs) underpinning them. We will also look on the emerging sectors within the
financial industry and the main players driving the change and growth of the
Fintech Ecosystem.
The course will consist of video-based lectures and curated readings, with 16
modules (M) of about 30 minutes each. It includes quizzes to test the assimilation of
knowledge. There will also be a forum to share your thoughts with a peer-group.
On successful completion, you will achieve a Fintech Foundation Certificate by
Big Innovation Centre & CFTE, accrediated by the UK Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) Service.

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATE - FINTECH FOUNCATION

CURRICULUM
What is Happening in Finance
M1: Overview of the changes happening in
finance

M2: Why is finance being transformed
today?

Overview of the technologies that are
impacting finance
M5: Why finance and technology are being
intertwined?

M6: The Mobile Revolution

M3: Framework to understand Fintech

M7:Cloud Computing

Innovation

M4: Examples of latest Fintech innovations

Focus on 4 main sectors in Fintech
M9: Challenger Banks

M8: Blockchain

The main players building Finance 2.0
M13: Fintech startups

M14: Banks innovating

M10: Payment Systems

M15: Investing in Fintech

M11: Peert to peer lending

M16: The Finance 2.0 opportunity

M12: ICOs and Cryptocurrencies

LEARNING OUTCOMES

BENEFITS

upon completion, You should be able to:

professional upskilling

Describe the impact that technology is

Learn the foundations of finance at your

Demonstrate different models of

renowned academics.

having on different sectors of finance.
innovation in finance.

Identify the players who are building
Finance 2.0.

Evaluate the important technological
trends that are impacting finance.

Recognise the opportuntiies brought by
Fintech to the finance industry.

own pace with a curriculum design by

Get insights from those who are building
Finance 2.0, from heads of innovation to
startup CEOs and investors.

Get the global picture, from the US,
Europe and Asia.

Learn important concepts, know the fast
growing companies of Fintech

Gain a Professional Certificate on

"Fintech Foundation", accredited by the

UK Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) Service
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